Answer Key

Class-VI- S.St

Q1. MCQ
a) Steatite
b) Discovery of fire
c) Seals
d) Biosphere
e) Lack of sensitivity
f) Apartheid
g) Indian standard fine
h) Gravitational force
i) 23 September
j) Lothal
Q2. Answer the following questions in one or two sentences
a) Four vedas are: 1. Atharav Veda 2. Sama Veda 3. Yajur Veda 4. Rig Veda
Vedas are important as they gives us an insight knowledge about different
poems, hymns and short composition that are initially composed orally.
b) Prejudice: The biased unfavourable option formed about something or someone
without examination of facts is called PREJUDICE.
Discrimination: It is an unfair treatment of a person or groups of persons on the
basis of prejudice. Eg. Discriminating on the basis of colour, class, race, religion
etc.
c) Suffragate: A movement organized by British women in the early 20th century to
get political length such as the right to vote.
Equinox: A phenomenon of equl day and equal nights is known as equinox.
d) Shiva: LV Prajapati: LV
e) Red Planet- Mars and Blue planet

Section:B
A(a): Political life of people during early Vedic period: The early Vedic society
consisted of many different tribes called JANAS. Each tribe had its own rules known as
Rajan. He was usually elected as Rajan because of his bravery and ability to lead his
tribe in war and raids. Sons didn’t automatically become Rajans after the death of their
father, so it was not hereditary. Rig Vedic Rajans did not collect taxes. They managed
with voluntary contributions made by members of the tribe and it took decision with
the sabha and smiti which were tribal assembles.
A(b): Harappan civilization was first called Indus Valley civilization because it has
developed around river INDUS and two important sites of Indus valley civilization are
Lothal, Kalibangan, mohanjodaro.
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A(c ): International Date Line: The IDL runs along 180o longitude. If we move from
right ( westen hemisphere) to the left (eastern hemisphere) of the 180o line, we get
ahead by a day or we lose a day. If we move from the left (eastern emisphere) we go
back by a day or gain a day.
A(d): Circle of Illumination: The circu;ar line that separates night from day is called
circle of illumination.
Draw Diagram for circle of illumination
A(e ): SCALE: It is the proportion or ration between the distance on a map and the
corresponding ditance on the ground or the earth surface is known as a scale.
Types of Sacles are:
i. Large Scale Map: The larger the scale of the map the more detail it shows. It
also represents as a linear sclae where line is divided into equal parts and each
part represents actual distance on the ground.
ii. Small Scale Map:In a small scale map, the smaller the scale, the less detail it
shows, for example world maps or maps which shows large areas.
A(f): Stereotype: When we fit all persons of a particular group into one fixed image,
which may be imagined or observed, we create a stereotype. Eg. Girls are not good at
maths or fixing things or boys do not cry or boys are naughty and girls are gentle.
A(g):

Levels of Government
1. Central government
2. State government
3. Local self government

Government

Organs of Government
1. Legislature
2. Executive
3. Judiciary

A(h)
1. Drains were constructed on either side of the roads.
2. They were covered with slabs of stones that could be removed in order to clean
them.
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3. The drains were made of bricks that wee fixed tight to prevent firty water from
leaking.
A(i): The city of Lothal in Gujarat was situated near the areas where raw mterials such
as semi-porus stones were available. Thus, it became an important place for making
objects out of stones shells and metals. Many seals have been found which made
historian believe that its huge tanks may have been dockyard.
A(j) : Global Warming: due to high level of emission of greenhouse gases in the
atmosphere, the earth temperature is increasing, this leads to global warming. We can
reduce the level of global warming by:
a) Using CNG vehicle
b) Doing less pollution by making factories and industries out of the city areas.

Section:C
A(a) Town planning of Harappan cities where cities were divided into 2 parts upper
town, and lower town usually the upper town was higher and smaller and lower town
which was laid out in a grid pattern with houses, straight wards and a proper
sanitation.
Today modern cities have different types of architectural built and were constructed
by architects in different ways by using different material and were built according o
the need and requirement of the people.
A(b) Maps uses a set of standard signs and symbols that are internationally accepted
to depict certain features and characteristics. These are conventional symbols, it
becomes very easy to read and understand a map.
Most maps have a north line. This is an arrow or a line with “ ~ “ written on the top of
the map. The north line gives us the four main directions on the map and cardinal
points help us to find out the direction on the map.
A(c ): Government: Government to the body that exercise ruling authority when
human beings live and work together, there need an organization so that decisions can
be made to ensure smooth functioning of daily life.
Democratic: It is the people who give the power to the government to make decisions.
People do this through elections. Eg. India
Dictatorial: When one people heads the government and government on the basis of
his/her own wishes without paying attention to the wishes and needs of people. It is
called Dictatorship. Eg. North Korea.
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A(d) Summer and Winter Solstice:
Summer Solstice: It is a warm to hot reason. The sun goes higher in the sky and stays
for a longer period of time and its rays are vertical. May, June, July, Aug are summer
months in Northern Hemisphere and Nov, Dec, Jan, Feb are summer months in
southern hemisphere.
Winter Solstice: It is a cold season. The day becomes shorter and the rays of the sun
reah the earth at a slant. NOV, Dec, Jan, Feb are winter months for Northern and may,
june, july, aug are winter months in southern Hemisphere .
OR
Religious life during Later Vedic Period: In the later vedic period many changes took
place in the many religious practices. Prajapati-the creator, Vishnu-The preserver and
Rudra or Shiva-the Destroyer emerged as all powerful …………………….
Though prayers continued to be recited they became less important and

isacieticies and rituals became more expensive and complex.

SECTION-D
Ans- Our constitution recognizes that India is a land of many languages religiousand
cultures. In order to protect this diversity and to ensure opportunities to all ciitzens
the constituition of India has granted the following fundamental rights:a) Right to equality
b) Right to freedom
c) Right against exploitation
d) Right to freedom of religion
e) Cultural and educational right
f) Right to constitutional remedies
If my friend faces the problem of gender stereotype. I would advise him/her to face
the situation confidently, should approach in the right direction and can appeal for
there rights in the court and should fight back strongly by making them realize that
they are too are equal part of society and should not be discriminated on any grounds
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